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Summary 
The Australian foodservice industry is currently valued at $65.4bn, and projected revenue CAGR from 2022 to 2027 
is 5.1% *($84.1bn). Thus, highlighting opportunity for the horticulture industry to further engage with foodservice 
channels to increase profitability and growth prospects. The MT21011 Project will provide industry members with 
foundational market insights on the key foodservice channels identified within the project scope, and high-level 
strategic direction regarding how ambitions can be actioned across all of horticulture.  

MT21011 consisted of the development of four key reports, with specific purposes: 

• Market Profile 
— Provide key insights (potential needs, considerations, and areas of opportunity) for each of the 

foodservice channels 
— Identify the greatest growth opportunities for the defined product categories in the foodservice sector 
— Prioritise foodservice channels suitable for targeted engagement for the horticulture industry 

• Segmentation Report 
— Provide practical and relevant information on each of the foodservice channel’s general requirements 

and attitudes 
— Equip the horticulture industry with foundational and critical knowledge to foster engagement with 

the identified foodservice channels pursued 
— Provide a report that is embedded with foodservice industry insight  

• Value Chain Maps 
— Support understanding of the value chain in which horticultural product moves through 
— Outline key nuances between foodservice value chains to consider when targeting specific foodservice 

channels 
— Highlight value chain decision making points that need to be evaluated in order to better engage with 

the foodservice sector. 
• Market Intelligence Report  

— Category Snapshot Report 
o Highlight category-specific macro trends, segmentation alignment, value chain nuances that need 

to be considered by category industries, and commercial decision opportunities 
— Strategy  

o Provide guidance on foodservice industry activity and investment that will allow focus industries 
to capitalise on identified opportunities across foodservice 

o Encourage more successful growth and market penetration in identified commercial and 
industrial foodservice channels 
 

The project was completed using desktop analysis, stakeholder consultation with the foodservice industry, as well 
as consultation with the industry Project Reference Group (PRG). This was to validate outcomes and ensure all 
deliverables were relevant, practical and aligned with current industry capabilities. Industry members were 
consistently involved throughout the project.  The outcomes of this project identify high-level actions and activities 
that the Australian horticulture industry should focus upon to achieve growth and increased productivity across 
foodservice.   

The focus of this work is to provide foundational insights across ten foodservice channels within two sectors: 

• Commercial (Restaurants, Cafés, Catering, Airlines, Tourism, Meal Kits) 
• Institutional (Defence, Health, Education, Mining) 

 
The opportunities, challenges, and nuances between each channel had specific reference to seven horticultural 
categories: 

• Avocados 
• Melons 
• Mushrooms 
• Onions 
• Papayas 
• Sweet Potatoes 
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• Vegetables 
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Introduction 
The foodservice market in Australia consists of both commercial and institutional channels, both of which have 
experienced growth over the last decade. COVID-19 has deeply impacted foodservice sector; however, it has 
affected the institutional and commercial segments differently. Strict government-imposed lockdowns have had 
stronger ramifications for most commercial sub-channels, whereas institutional channels have seen consistent 
growth given their relatively undisrupted operations. 

To drive future foodservice engagement, the insights contained in all reports produced from project MT21011 
should be used to inform the understanding of foodservice industry desires and values which fundamentally drive 
their business operations.  For the horticulture industry to maintain and increase foodservice engagement, there 
needs to be an aligned understanding of channel requirements. 

The Strategy contained within the Market Intelligence report intends to work toward the following outcomes: 

• Aligning to foodservice trends and developments 

• Enhancing marketing and communications 

• Building relationships 

• Optimising supply chains 

To do so, each horticulture industry needs to understand how it applies to them. The Category Snapshot Report 
addresses these nuances and considerations through addressment of: 

• Value chain commercial decision points 

• Opportunities for category advocation 

• Research and development 

• Versatility across categories 

• Quality standards 

• Product formats 

The Strategy provides high-level, indicative insights as to how the Australian horticulture industry can take and 
harness the intelligence, direction and support it needs to unlock new and diverse foodservice opportunities in 
over the next few years 2022-2027 and beyond.  
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Methodology 
A phased approach was used to carry out MT21011 to ensure that targeted objectives were met within the 
required timeframe.  

Phase 1: Kick off and industry objectives 

In this phase, we conducted a PRG kick off workshop, performed a current state information review and initiated 
stakeholder outreach to organise the industry workshop in Phase 2. The objectives of this phase were to set 
project cadence, agree on foodservice channels, confirm stakeholders, and develop data gathering plan to 
commence desktop research. 

In the PRG workshop, we probed representatives on their priorities for the project and other key focus areas and 
plan analysis accordingly. We worked with the PRG to align on the foodservice channels desired.  

Phase 2: Macro insights analysis 

The objective of this phase was to conduct a macro insights analysis that was purely informed by desktop research, 
produce market profiling and conduct stakeholder mapping.  

In this phase, we conducted a market sizing exercise for Australian foodservice sector by utilising revenue and 
growth quantitative data to form estimated market size. Through desktop research, we determined foodservice 
channel sizes, values and volume fluctuations, general trends, and growth drivers as well as key attributes. 

Findings and insights were validated by KPMG food industry SMEs. 

Stakeholders across the Australian foodservice value chain were identified, and an outreach plan was drafted. 

A key deliverable of this phase was the Market Profile. 

Phase 3: Customer and channel preferences  

The objective of this phase was to ascertain and validate the findings from desktop research undertaken in Phase 2 
through consultations. 

Stakeholder consultations were conducted with foodservice operators across the value chain.  

Additional research and consultations were conducted when required to fully understand criterions for target 
channels. Research was done through further desktop analysis using sources such as market research reports like 
IBIS World, Nielson, Tridge, Mintol and Euromonitor.  

A key deliverable of this phase was the Segmentation Report. 

PRG workshop 2 was conducted in this phase for the PRG to validate the Market Profile and Segmentation Report 
insights, as well as provide feedback on project progression. 

Phase 4: Value chain maps    

The objective of this phase was to produce visualised value chain maps that highlight value chain decision making 
points that need to be evaluated in order to better engage with the foodservice sector. 

The maps showcased key touchpoints of the foodservice value chain and produce industry definitions, roles and 
responsibilities, opportunities and challenges for the horticulture industry across the foodservice value chain, and 
value chain nuances between foodservice channels including key stages where commercial decision making occurs. 

A key deliverable of this phase was the Value Chain Maps. 

Phase 5: Recommendations and reporting    

The objective of this phase was to provide high-level, indicative actions and activities for strengthened foodservice 
engagement across horticulture industries, as well as provide key considerations for each category if further action 
is desired/pursued. 

An overarching strategy and opportunity report, including market intelligence and prioritisation outcomes, 
covering horticulture foodservice market opportunities, as well as a 2-3 page report snapshot for each of the 7 
horticulture categories, with key summary insights specific to that product was produced. 

PRG workshop 3 was conducted in this phase to validate the Value Chain, Category Snapshot Report and Strategy 
insights, as well as provide feedback on project outcomes.  
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Outputs 
The four key deliverables for project MT21011 was a Market Profile, Segmentation Report, Value Chain Map, and 
Market Intelligence Report. A high-level summary of each section of both reports is included below:  

Market Profile 

Executive Summary 

The Market Profile report provides key macro insights (potential needs, considerations and areas of opportunity) 
of each of the foodservice channels.  

Macro Insights of the Australian Foodservice Sector 

A macro analysis of the Australian foodservice sector was conducted, providing insights on: 

• Australian foodservice market size and influences;  

• Australian horticulture in the foodservice market;  

• COVID-19 Recovery;  

• Foodservice market outlets;  

• Supply chain challenges;  

• General trends; and  

• Foodservice client locations mapped against grower locations.   

 

 
Commercial/Institutional Channel Market Analysis 

For each commercial and institutional foodservice channel, a macro market analysis was conducted, providing 
insights on: 

• Key market size statistics;  

• Channel characteristics and growth drivers;  

• Key stakeholders and clients;  

• Produce categories of highest demand in each foodservice channel;  

• Typical foodservice menu items and offerings and preferred product formats;  
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• Potential opportunities for horticulture industries to engage with foodservice channels through activities such 
as relationship development and education/marketing material ; and 

• Foodservice client locations e.g. Café locations across Australia. 

 
 

Segmentation Report 

Executive Summary  

The Segmentation Report highlights information on different preferences of key attributes and categories within 
each of the foodservice channels (commercial and institutional). As part of this, insights are provided on:  

• Foodservice channel growth opportunities and challenges;  

• Horticulture industry’s opportunities, challenges and risks that need to be considered;  

• Market drivers, trends, market entry barriers, attitudes and perceptions, menu influences whilst factoring in 
procurement decisions; and 

• Categories of greatest growth opportunities within each foodservice channel.  

Commercial/Institutional Channel Segmentation  

Each of the foodservice channels underwent an assessment that aimed to showcase the fundamental values, 
attitudes, and perceptions held by the sector. As part of this:  

1. Each foodservice channel was assessed on 7 key attributes: market entry difficulty, appetite for change, 
supporting Australian provenance, sustainability, pricing, quality and health and wellness. Insights were used 
to rank the foodservice channels in order of greatest relative growth opportunity now and into the future for 
the horticulture industry as a whole. 

  
2. 5 key factors that are used in the procurement process of produce arose through stakeholder consultations. 

The factors were gauged as to which categories best aligned to them. Insights were used to showcase how 
each of the categories suit the requirements of the foodservice channels, relative to one another.  
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3. Opportunities and challenges for categories and procurement decision influences for each foodservice channel 

were highlighted.   

 
Value Chain Map 

Executive Summary  

The Value Chain Map outlines the foodservice value chain at a high-level. Horticulture category specific value 
chains for two selected channels per horticulture category were also analysed. As part of this, insights are provided 
on: 

• Key touchpoints of the foodservice value chain and produce industry definitions, roles and responsibilities;  

• Opportunities and challenges for the horticulture industry across the foodservice value chain; and  

• Value chain nuances between foodservice channels including key stages where commercial decision making 
occurs. 

Value Chain Maps 

Two foodservice channels have been selected by each in-scope horticulture industry to gain further insight into the 
specific opportunities, challenges, stakeholders and decision-making touchpoints of the value chain. These 
foodservice channels have been selected based on greatest practical use for each of the horticulture categories in 
the foodservice sector, leveraging insights from the Market Profile Report and Segmentation report.  
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Market Intelligence Report 

Category Snapshot 

For each horticulture category, insights were provided on:  

1. Trends in foodservice and alignment of category to these trends  

    
2. Foodservice channel rankings in order of greatest growth opportunity  
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3. Key nuances to be considered along the chosen value chains by the horticulture category industry  

 
4. Practical commercial decisions and opportunity considerations for the avocado industry  

 
Market Insights Strategy 

Short-, medium- and long-term goals were mapped against 4 strategic pillars. For each strategic pillar, benefits to 
the horticulture industry, key actions and activities and timeframes were identified.  
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Outcomes 
The key desired outcome for MT21011 was:  

• To help Hort Innovation provide foundational research into the key foodservice channels across both the 
institutional and commercial streams 

MT21011 has met this core outcome through the following: 

— Produced timely and commercially relevant market intelligence reports 

— Showcased the current foodservice macro landscape 

— Defined who influences menu design and understand what criteria influences their decisions across 
foodservice channels 

— Highlighted the role of provenance and supporting Australian horticulture categories 

— Identified what the foodservice sector like and dislike about specific Australian horticulture categories 

— Articulated the nuances of each of the channels including requirements (currently met or not met), new or 
improved product formats, target foodservice ‘consumer’ segment/s and $ size of opportunity 

— Identified targeted opportunities for growers to engage directly and more effectively with foodservice 
operators 
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Monitoring and evaluation 
MT21011’s stated goals have each been met – having reviewed good engagement and feedback from key 
stakeholders. The outcomes noted in the previous section can be evaluated by tracking against the five key 
evaluation questions listed in the project’s Monitoring and Evaluation plan. 

— To what extent has the project achieved its expected outcomes? 
MT21011 has met the expected outlines listed in the Monitoring and Evaluation plan. Please see the above 
‘outcomes’ section for relevant details as to how the project has met the intended outcomes. 

— How relevant was the project to the needs of the intended beneficiaries? 
Having been engaged at the project Kick Off, the intended beneficiaries actively shaped the project’s methodology 
and outputs by driving the selection of foodservice channels for analysis.  

All deliverables were validated with the Project Reference Group at the completion of the project to ensure it 
aligned with expectations, and requested modifications were actioned accordingly. The proposed structure of the 
final report was also sense-checked with this group, to ensure the format was relevant for their needs. As such, the 
reports are clear and concise to ensure accessibility of all industry participants, and that outputs are relevant, 
practical and helpful to guide the next steps for export growth in the industry. 

The project’s outputs will equip beneficiaries with knowledge and capacity for industry export development, by 
identifying commercially relevant insights for growers relating to foodservice relationship development.  

— How well have intended beneficiaries been engaged in the project? 
Stakeholder consultations were effective, informative and gave rise to valuable insights for the project. These 
included interviews with in-market experts on the nuances of consumer behaviour within foodservice channels, 
and foodservice operator desires. Hort Innovation received positive feedback from stakeholders for engagement 
by the Consultant. Timelines were adhered to and stakeholders were engaged within appropriate timeframes to 
ensure the smooth progression of the project.  

— To what extent were engagement processes appropriate to the target audience/s of the project? 

The consultation methods and timelines were flexible enough to cater to grower needs. These meetings took place 
virtually and enabled strong input from the Project Reference Group. This was an important factor especially in the 
selection of the foodservice channels for analysis. Virtual engagement was sufficiently prepared to ensure 
discussions engaged each participant. The virtual format of delivery was engaging and informative through the use 
of visual aids, including for example graphs and maps which show how foodservice across Australia has performed 
in recent years.   

— What efforts did the project make to improve efficiency? 
Several conscious decisions were made to allow the project plan to be executed effectively and to maximise time 
and resources efficiently.  

Firstly, the delivery team was selected in order to improve execution of the project. Team members with specific 
previous experience in the horticulture sector and/or with trade and export experience were resourced, which 
enabled prior knowledge to be appropriately leveraged and built upon. The team was informed on key resources 
in which to scan for country profiling, ways to analyse export data, and best practice for engaging with 
horticultural stakeholders.   

Documents were shared with Hort Innovation and the Project Reference Group with enough time to allow review 
and feedback, and meetings were scheduled with enough lead and flexibility to prepare and include all 
participants. 

Risks and challenges were identified and addressed in a fast and transparent manner and were mitigated 
accordingly. Risks identified throughout the project included: 

• Delayed feedback from Hort Innovation that there was no internal foodservice stakeholder list that could 
be provided 

• Delayed stakeholder responses to conduct consultations 
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• Delayed feedback from Hort Innovation and Project Reference Group (PRG) regarding project deliverables 

Despite challenges from the COVID-19 environment and inability to travel, this allowed further efficiencies for the 
project. This led to efficiencies relating to eliminated travel costs and other expenses, and the ability to seamlessly 
engage stakeholders in other countries.    

The project approach was also deliberately phased, with key stage-gates or objectives set for each of the major 
phases. This was designed to ensure that the project was process driven and robust in how it approached the 
industry’s requirements. As a result of clear timelines being laid out in the project plan, this ensured that the 
project ran more efficiently and was delivered on time, to budget, and effectively. Providing the team with set 
goals for each phase ensured that MT21011 was completed in a logical manner.    
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Recommendations 
Given that MT21011 comprises Strategy and a Category Snapshot Report containing category-specific 
considerations a set of recommendations were included.  

 
Strategic pillars for industry upon the completion of MT21011 are as follows:  
 

• Alignment to foodservice trends and developments: Strategic alignment to existing and emerging foodservice 
trends and developments can improve the horticulture industry’s ability to position themselves to supply 
foodservice. Greater awareness and monitoring of foodservice changes can equip the industry with robust 
knowledge on price changes, volume requirements, market drivers and additional demand factors that can 
uplift the industry’s capability in responding to market movements more effectively and showcasing a 
category’s unique value proposition. 

1. Maintain sophisticated understanding of the foodservice market and its value chain through greater 
monitoring and evaluation efforts. 

2. Adapt and respond to existing and emerging foodservice channel needs and more general evolutions 
by understanding and showcasing unique value proposition of horticultural categories. 

3. Further advance sophisticated understanding of the foodservice market and its value chain. 
 

• Enhance marketing and communications: Foodservice stakeholders have emphasised a fundamental way in 
increasing specific horticulture industries’ presence and utilisation across foodservice is through better 
understanding and knowledge of the produce. Thus, allowing greater demand generation from foodservice 
channel operators and consumers. Advocating and marketing that aligns to the specific trends and attributes 
that are becoming increasingly prioritised within foodservice channels such as Australian-grown, sustainability, 
pricing, quality and health and wellness, can further promote horticultural categories within foodservice. 

1. Utilise ESG credentials to showcase how the horticulture industry has responded and is continuing to 
respond to environmental, social and governance principles and developments to convey social 
responsibility. This is becoming an increasingly important criteria amongst foodservice channel 
operators and their consumers. 

2. Create a marketing and communications plan that is validated by foodservice value chain 
stakeholders, consumers and in-market professionals to increase likelihood of promotion success. 
Tailor communications to emphasise key attributes that are highly valued and demanded by 
foodservice channels. 

3. Organise practical educational programs across targeted foodservice channels that aim to inform and 
increase awareness of various categories more broadly. 

• Build relationships: Relationship development with active participants across the foodservice value chain and 
within the foodservice channels themselves are key in leveraging opportunities to grow in prioritised 
foodservices. Direct contact is required as it is a very competitive market landscape in supplying to 
foodservice, particularly in commercial channels where a premium exists. 

1. Establish a foodservice industry stakeholder engagement plan. 
2. Foster relationships with key operators throughout the value chain such as wholesalers, distributors, 

food processors, and foodservice players to encourage bilateral communication and exchange of 
information regarding the desires and requirements of consumers and foodservice operators. 

• Optimise supply chains: Finding means to shorten lead times and build critical domestic volumes to key 
foodservice channels has been highlighted by foodservice and horticulture industry stakeholders. This can help 
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preserve produce quality and reduce costs across the value chain which is key for highly cost conscious 
foodservice channels. 

1. Invest in research and development to improve produce consistency pre and post farm-gate to satisfy 
the requirements of foodservice and drive profitability. 

2. Reduce lead times through consolidating processes at certain foodservice value chain touchpoints. 
3. Leverage the outcomes of research and development in new and innovative product formats and 

varieties to increase produce shelf-life pre and post-farm gate in order to unlock different value chain 
options and further preserve produce quality. 
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Refereed scientific publications 
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